Can't erase or change a recurrent event in a calendar
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Description
When we are log in and want to erase or change a recurrent event, we have this screen:

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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The problem is the pagebottom module zone rises up to cover the col1 content, which appears like it has a float not contained with a clearfix, somewhere in the col1 content. But I can't find the culprit so far. I did find that commenting out the `{if $edit or $recurrence.id gt 0} ... {/if}` section (lines 127-387) does let the page display normally, but I can't find yet what in those lines is causing the trouble.

If I add a `<div class="clearfix">` kludge at the end of tiki-calendar-edit-item.tpl, the page seems to display normally. ;-)

By the way, this page is using the normal view, not the popup modal view.
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